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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW 
March 4, 2023 
 
ROBERT KARLSSON  ( -9) 
 
 
Q.  So obviously much better round today than yesterday. What was the difference? 
 
ROBERT KARLSSON:  I hit some shots to the right yesterday. I talked to my coach 
yesterday and he gave me some pointers and I took it with me today. Obviously it worked 
very, very nice.  But I hit the ball quite good yesterday, it was just I had a few shots offline. 
Pretty happy in general how things are going. 
 
Q.  So those adjustments, what exactly were they? 
 
ROBERT KARLSSON:  More clubface on the ball. A little bit open clubface coming into the 
ball and you can kind of work a bit with it. But I didn't want to do any bigger things. He said 
as well if you can just understand it and kind of tweak it a little bit, because I hit a lot of good 
shots yesterday as well. 
 
Q.  Can you take us through 17, the eagle? 
 
ROBERT KARLSSON:  Yeah. I hit a driver off the tee and it's almost impossible to hit the 
fairway so it rolled through the fairway. Hit a 9-iron from 157 yards to 15, 16 feet. 
 
Q.  So mindset going into the final round? 
 
ROBERT KARLSSON:  New day tomorrow. Guys out there trying to play really well, I'm one 
of them. Just a new day and just try to do the same thing and keep going. 
 
Q.  Also, I think it was kind of in the middle, you didn't bogey at all today and it was 
par, par, par, then you got on a roll there. What was the difference? 
 
ROBERT KARLSSON:  I didn't really hit that many good shots kind of from five to 10, 11. 
Had a couple chances, but just didn't hole them. Then 12 is a par 5 and I could get up very 
close to the green, and then 13 I holed a really, really long putt and all of a sudden things 
kind of went the right way again. So, momentum. 
 


